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PRESENTATION RUBRIC
Superior

Accomplished

Developing

Beginning

Limited explanation of voice (lacks
depth). Some evidence of
organization and structure. Few
supporting details included.
28 points

Insufficient explanation of voice.
Inadequate or confusing organization
or structure. No supporting details
included.
24 points

Content
(40 points)

Complete and thoughtful explanation Complete explanation of voice. Shows
of voice. Strong organization and
organization and structure. Supporting
structure. Vivid supporting details
details included.
included.
40 points
32 points

Script
(20 points)

Script is typed, well organized, and
Script is typed with few errors. Pages Script is hand-written and the pages
Script was not turned in.
easy to read. Attention has been given are clean and stapled with no tears or are torn or wrinkled.
to details about the actions and
creases.
emotions appropriate for the
performers.
20 points
16 points
10 points

Volume/Tone
(20 points)

Speaker is articulate and precise.
Maintains a deliberate use of volume
and rate throughout. Tone is engaging
and dynamic. Speaker appears well
rehearsed.
20 points

Speech is clear. Occasional use of
“fillers.” Adequate volume and rate.
Tone is appropriate and expressive.
Speaker appears rehearsed.

Costume
(10 points)

Performer is clearly dressed as the
character.

Performer is somewhat dressed as the
character.

10 points
Set
(10 points)

Speaker hesitates or uses some
“fillers.” Inconsistent volume. Use of
expression and tone is sometimes
inappropriate. Speaker appears
somewhat rehearsed.
16 points
14 points

Points

0 points

Speech is not clear. Speaker hesitates,
uses many “fillers,” or speaks too
quickly. Volume is inappropriate.
Lacks expression or appropriate tone.
Speaker does not appear rehearsed.
12 points

Performer has some form of a
Performer does not have a costume.
costume, but it does not clearly relate
to the character.
8 points
6 points
0 points

Set is completely thought-out and is
Set is adequately thought-out and is
Set is somewhat thought-out and fits Performer does not prepare a set.
clearly appropriate to the script.
appropriate to the script.
with the script.
10 points
8 points
6 points
0 points
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